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Discover your idea
Launch your venture
Grow your business


Services

Discover 
your idea
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Intrapreneurship
Empower corporate employees to discover new ideas in a lean way.

Startup collaboration
Partner with leading startups to develop new revenue streams.

Opportunity exploration
Explore the current industry trends and technologies to identify new business opportunities and growth areas.


Launch 
your venture
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Venture diligence
Prove you found a problem worth solving through talking with real customers early on.

MVP launch
Build a minimum viable product that delivers your value proposition.

Found your venture
Spin out or spin in, find your first funding opportunity and deal with complex legal setups.


Grow 
your business
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Growth marketing and sales
Optimize every step of the funnel, eliminate bottlenecks and enable fast-paced growth.

Operational setup
Enhance the essential operations to deliver the product or service to the customer.

Founding team setup
We become your co-founders, sparring partners and coach, supporting you in strategic decisions.



Not sure where your project fits?
Book a call and we will help youfind what’s most fitting.


Book a call
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Curious to see some examples?
Explore our projects
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Oops... You're lost in space

Exploration is the engine that drives innovation but it seems this is not the inspiration you were looking for. Let's find a better place for you to put your curiosity into action.
Back to home
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Get the monthly newsletter keeping
7000+ subscribers in the loop!



I accept WhatAVenture’s Privacy Policy.






Thank you for subscribing! 
Be on the lookout for innovation news in your inbox.

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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At WhatAVenture, we leverage corporate power to create successful new ventures and revenue streams.

Contact:
office@whataventure.com
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